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PART II
The History of Tango Music, Poetry and Dance

in Buenos Aires, and in the Rest of the World
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THE ~!Al~~ FACES OF TAf~GO

A History of the Different Forms of Tango in

Buenos Aires

To people outside the Spanish-speaking world, Tango is a danc
e. There

is Tango music, of course, because o dance has to have
 music, so

Tango music must be the music that goes with the dan
ce. But Tango

means dance.

That is not how Tango is seen in Argentina.

Many of the most passionate Tango enthusiasts In Argentin
a do not

dance, do not know how to dance, and are not intere
sted in the

dance. Tango historians in Argentina rarely, if ever, study the history

of the dance.

That may seem a terrible paradox. What is Tango if it is not a d
ance?

The fact is, though, chat in Argentina the dance is only a par
t of Tango,

and dance music is only a part of Tango music.

Tango music is a wide and varied genre. To ask what
 Tango sounds

like is like asking what jazz sounds like —there are so ma
ny different

answers to that question that it becomes meaningless. Like j
azz, Tango

has its enthusiastic collectors, hunting down every obscure recor
ding

and knowing every fact about the great musicians. It has dan
ce music
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and music that is designed for the concert platform, it has singers that

take centre stage and others that perform as another instrument in the

band, it has music arranged for big bands in big venues and music

- jammed by small groups in small, intimate spaces.

Tango dance and Tango music began together — or if they did not, they

had become intertwined long before either had become anything we

would recognise as Tango today. Very little reliable historical evidence

exists about Tango in the nineteenth century, and inevitably the few facts

available can be used to fit a number of different theories. There is one

frequently repeated myth about the origin of Tango, though, that

certainly is not true.

One of the most persistent cliches about the origin of Tango is that it was

born in the brothels of Buenos Aires — an idea that has clearly captured

many people's imagination.

The first written records of the dance tend to tie it to the brothels —the

writer.Jorge Luis Borges is frequently quoted as saying that he had been

told that Tango had been born there. However, this says more about the

nature of Argentinian society at that time than it does about Tango. The

intellectual elite did not mix with the working class and immigrant

community. The areas where the poor lived in the nineteenth century

were like foreign countries to the rich, in much the same way that the

East End, with its docks, its poverty and its immigrant communities, was

an exotic and alien place to London's elite at that time.

Men of letters did not meet working-class people socially — or at least,

not unless they went to a brothel.

Brothels were a major place of entertainment for the working classes,

as well as being a significant employer of working-class women. By the

1890s the majority of the population of the city of Buenos Aires were

immigrants, and almost all of those immigrants were men. In the next two

decades the population of the city trebled. With men outnumbering

women to such a huge degree, the brothels did a roaring trade.
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At busy times, any good brothel would have a large number of men

waiting while the girls were busy working, and most brothels employed

musicians to keep the customers entertained while they waited. dust as

in New Orleans, where brothels provided employment for early Jazz

musicians who wouldn't have been able to get work anywhere else at

that time, in Buenos Aires early Tango musicians got a chance of paid

employment, which allowed them to develop their skills while playing for

the waiting customers.

In a time before recorded sound, any live music was an opportunity

to dance, and not to be missed. However, the reason the musicians

were there was that the women were busy and the waiting men needed

to be entertained, so the idea that the men were dancing with the

women in the brothels is entirely fanciful. It is very likely that the women

who worked in the brothels could dance the Tango, because they were

for the most part working-class women and Tango was part of their

culture. It is possible that at slow times the women might dance together

to pass the time while waiting for clients. Bur it is very unlikely that the

women would have danced with clients when they could be more

profitably employed elsewhere.

At those busy times, since there was music to keep them entertained,

the men would have danced with each other.

With women in such short supply in Buenos Aires, men who were

interested in women had few options. One was to go to brothels. Another

was to learn to dance the Tango as well as possible. Since it would be

reasonable to assume that the men who frequented brothels tended to be

men who were interested in women, it follows that they would have had an

incentive to use the music provided to practise their dancing, so that, on

the rare occasion that an opportunity presented itself of dancing with a

woman, perhaps at a party in the patio of a conventillo, the tenement

blocks that were the homes of the poor, they would be ready.

So when the men of letters walked into a brothel, as nineteenth-century

men of letters sometimes did, they found there something that was
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completely alien to them —Tango music, which was never played at

their own parties, and the dance, which their fashionable dance masters

never taught them. It is no surprise, then, that in Argentinian literature

Tango and brothels became tied together. The reality, though, is that,

just as with,Jazz, the brothels provided protection for a new arf form that

had emerged in a poor immigrant community, and that art form soon

moved on to higher things.

There was, of course, a grey area. There were nightclubs where women

were employed as hostesses, and part of the job was to dance with men.

It was easy for commentators to assume that they also sold other services,

and almost certainly some of them did. There were dime-a-dance halls,

where 'lady teachers' would dance with men who gave them a ticket

they had purchased at the door. And it was known that some women

who worked in the sex industry chose to work as waitresses in cheap

bars as a better way of picking up clients than walking the streets, and

that some of these women would dance with men as a way of

generating business. But these activities were normal everywhere in the

world at the time. They were only associated with Tango in Buenos Aires

because Tango was the dominant popular dance culture, and other

industries made use of it. In other countries the same activities attached

themselves to other dances, taking from the popular dance culture, but

not contributing to it in any significant way.

The true home of Tango was the patio of a tenement block, where

working-class Argentinians and recent immigrants from other countries

met, mixed, played and danced together.

A Tango Timeline

The first recordings of Tango music were made in the first decade of the

twentieth century. That makes the beginning of the twentieth century a

good place to start a history of Tango, even though Tango had already
been developing for several decades.

Music Sony Dance~., _ ~ ...~ . '"'_ _ ~ _. _....L _._ ..

Pre-1900 Early Tango Early Tangc Early Tango

1900-1920 Period of Transformation from Worldwide
transformation from simple comic. songs Tangomania.
early Tango to to complex poetic
mature Tango.. themes.

1920-1935 Classically trained Tango in .Buenos As less dance music
musicians playing Aires dominated by is played and
Tango. Music not star singers, who do recorded by Tango
necessarily aimed not create music orchestras; fewer
at the dace floor. with dancers in people dance..

mind.

1935-1955 lnnovotive and Great lyricists The most
The Golden challenging music writing for singers choreographically
Age of Tango oimed at the dance who petfarm as an complex period of

floor. instrument in a Tango dance
dance band. history. Tango

dance dominates
the culture of
Buenos Aires.

1955-1983 Almost no work for Star singers The social dance
The Dark Age ;bands playing for dominate again. driven underground.

.dancers. Many . Tango stage and
musicians leove television shows
Tongo; or play only stdrt to use dancers
fnr shows. who don't know

how to-dance the
social dance.

1983 onwards Anew market for Increasing Tango danced all
The Tango Tango dance music, opportunities fa over the world
Renaissance and also for show singers to sing with again.

music and Tango. dance bands
fusion music of again.
different kinds.
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Tango Song and Tango Poetry

While in the English-speaking world we think of Tango as a dance, and

tend to assume that the music will be instrumental, in the Spanish-

speaking world many people come to Tango for the beauty of its lyrics.

In the first decade of the twentieth century, before Tango had reached

musical and lyrical maturity, Tango songs were generally designed to

be performed by music-hall artists, and were almost always comic, and

often bawdy. They were frequently written in the first person, describing

a character who told a story about what a great person he or she was

— perhaps a dancer who could make women swoon across the city, or

a ne'erdo-well who could get money without the inconvenience of

work. They might comment on the innovations of the day —electricity,

bicycles, the latest fashions. One of the two most instantly recognisable

tangos ever written, EI Choclo, was composed by Angel Villoldo for his

own music hall act. Choclo means corncob, though in his lyric Villoldo

was clearly using it as a euphemism for comic (and rather vulgar effect.

Whatever the subject of Tango songs at this time, the tone was always

light-hearted.

In 1917 one of the most popular folk singers in Buencs Aires, Carlos

Gardel, decided to record a tango for the first time. He chose a song

called Mi Noche Triste — my sad night. It was the story of an

abandoned lover, and had probably been intended as a comedy song,

but Garde) sang it with all the tragedy of a broken heart. Although that

recording was not an instant hit, other singers took note. Garde) had

sensed a cultural change, and his gamble on the Tango would bring

him colossal fame, not just in Argentina, but throughout the Spanish-

speaking world.

Far away from Argentina, first Paris and then the rest of the northern

hemisphere had been gripped by a massive Tangomania in the two

years before the First World War. The popularity of Tango abroad

meant that the middle and upper classes in Argentina, to whom Tango
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had previously been alien, and sometimes frightening, began to take an

interest in it. The dance was still considered vulgar. The music, however,

could enter the cultural mainstream more easily. Garde) had realised

that there was the possibility of an audience for Tango music that did

not want to dance, and that wanted sentimental entertainment rather

than the raucous hilarity of the music hall.

This was the birth of serious Tango songs with serious lyrics. Following in

the spirit of Mi Noche Triste, the subject of these songs was often unhappy

love affairs. This was not the only theme, though, by any means.

One interesting theme shared by a number of songs is the warning to

a young girl not to become a Tango dancer, not to go to the centre of

Buenos Aires, and not to get involved with rich men who might give her

presents, but to stay as close to home as possible and marry the poor

I~ boy next door. The theme is common enough to suggest that the

temptation for women to do just that must have been great.
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Another theme is praise of a loving mother, often one who has bring Tango back into balance, releasing the energy that launched the

passed away. The singer may regret abandoning his mother, usually to Golden Age.

run off with some woman who turned out to be wicked. This may have

been a reflection of the guilt felt by some immigrants at having left their

family behind, and of their sadness at never being able to see their The Evolution of Tpngo Music

parents again.

Sometimes the lyrics are philosophical. Sometimes they may be We do not know exactly what Tango music sounded like in the late

comic, or deal with unexpected themes like football —the other nineteenth century. We know that the earliest Tango bands were

Argentinian obsession. made up of whatever instruments people had to hand, but that the

And Tango itself became an increasingly common theme. preferred line-up seems to have been flute, violin and guitar. The

Happy love songs are rare. Those that exist often contain some earliest Tango sound recordings, which go back to the first decade of

qualification —'I am no longer made sad by the betrayal of my previous the twentieth century, suggest that nineteenth-century Tango had a

girlfriend now that I have you'. And that betrayal itself, in many different distinctly Spanish feel, quite different from the sound we associate with

forms, was the dominant theme of Tango song. Tango today (although, unusually for dance music, it shared with

The standard of the poetry of Tango lyrics was very high. Gifted twentieth-century Tango the absence of a drum section. As Tango

writers found many ways to express passion and pain, in a manner that recordings first began to be made, that Spanish feel was already

is very cathartic to the listener. Painful lyrics might be married to quite starting to disappear.

cheerful music, particularly in recordings aimed at the dance floor, Buenos Aires at the beginning of the nineteenth century was a small

allowing the singer to play with the emotions in a way that could be at town in a remote corner of the Spanish Empire. Its population was mostly

once subtle and powerful. of Spanish origin, often intermarried with the Native American population

that had lived in the area before the arrival of Europeans, with a community

With wonderful songs being written, constantly improving recording of people of African origin who had arrived as slaves. This was the city in

quality, the increasing popularity of radio, and the introduction of sound which the very earliest form of Tango appeared.

film, singers became the stars of the Tango, and in the late 1920s and The avalanche of immigration into Argentina began in the middle of the

early 1930s frequently had a fan base that did not dance, or was not nineteenth century, and by the 1890s the original population of Buenos

dancing, but was listening to the radio or going to the movies instead. Aires had been completely swamped by recent immigrants. Many of those

Orchestras started playing arrangements designed to let the singer immigrants came from Spain, but more came from Italy, and many of the

shine. These arrangements became less and less interesting to dance. Italians came from Naples — so many that the Buenos Aires slang word for

As the music became less interesting to dance, people danced less, and Italian is tano, short for napolitano. The minority who were not Italian or

the market for dance music diminished. Spanish almost all came from other parts of Europe.

For a decade, from the mid-1920s to the mid-1930s, Tango song Neapolitan song became a major influence on the developing

dominated the popular culture of Buenos Aires, and the dance slipped ~ Tango. Italian violinists brought a new lyrical beauty to Tango melody

out of the limelight. It would take the return of the dancers in 1935 to I and the Tango began to become smoother and slower.
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It was not only the influence of the Neapolitan violins that changed the

nature of Tango at that time. Perhaps the most important newcomer of

all was the bandoneon.

The bandoneon could be described as the instrument of torture, as it

is one of the hardest instruments in the world to learn to play. It was

originally designed to be a portable substitute for a church organ, with

which it shares the complex, almost human quaky of the sound

produced by air flowing over its reeds.

It looks like a large concertina, with a button keyboard at each side.

While people who can play it claim that the placement of the different

notes on the keyboard makes practical sense, to the newcomer there

appears to be no logic. Not only do the two keyboards not resemble

each other, but each button plays a different note depending on whether

the instrument is being pulled out or pushed in, with no apparent logical

connection between them.

Such a difficult instrument to play would undoubtedly have

disappeared, were it not for the fact that the sound it produces is unique.

An accordion is simply not the same. Only the bandoneon has the catch

in its throat that speaks of heartache. Nothing but the bandoneon

produces the almost tactile sensation created in the listener when a

skilled player plays a fast variation.

And only the bandoneon would do for the Tango.

By 1912, when Tangomania began in Paris, the bandoneon had

already become established as the key Tango instrument, and the new,

more lyrical, more tragic sound of the Tango had started to take root.

The standard Tango orchestra, a sextet of two bandoneons, two violins,

a piano and a double bass, became the norm. By 1920 Tango music

was almost unrecognisably different from the music represented in the

earliest Tango recordings, made little more than a decade earlier. It had

become the music we know as Tango today.

The earliest Tango musicians, as is common for musicians in any form
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of popular music, tended to be amateurs with little, if any, training. The

oldest Tango to remain in the repertoire today, E! Entrerriano, written in

1897, survived in part because its composer, Rosendo Mendizabal,

came from amiddle-class background and could read music, so he

could write his composition down.

As the Tango matured, musicians interested in Tango began to take

classes both in playing and in composition. And musicians with classical

training started to be attracted to the Tango.

Julio and Francisco De Caro learned to play violin and piano in the

music school run by their father, who had been brought to Buenos

Aires from La Scala, Milan_ An ambitious man, he wanted his sons to

be professionals. When Francisco, the older of the fwo, told his father

that he wanted to be a Tango musician, his father threw him out of the

house. Julio started sneaking out at night to listen to Tango orchestras,

and was soon playing with giant of the early Tango Eduardo Arolas.

When his father found out, he threw Julio out as well, and father and

son did not speak to each other for over tweny years.
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(n 1923 the brothers began playing together in an orchestra run by

Julio, and they continued to play together until,Julio retired in 1953. They

came to the Tango not out of a desire to improve it, but out of a

passionate need to play the Tango as they heard it, in the best way they

could. Their influence on all the Tango musicians who followed them

l~Nb~Z~iL.7r(~L.I~bil

During the late 1920s and early 1930s Tango arrangements started to

develop a greater complexly, and the sound of the sextet began to take

on some of the qualities of chamber music, with each instrument taking

its own solo line.

The dancers, though, had drifted away.

In 1935 everything changed.

ViolinistJuan D'Arienzo had discovered early in his career that he had

more talent as an orchestra leader than as a musician, and gave up

playing to conduct. His orchestra was doing reasonably well, and

though they still didn't have a recording contract, they were the regular

band at a nightclub in Buenos Aires.

The band played their first set fairly early in the evening, at a time

when there were few, if any, customers. D'Arienzo sometimes didn't

come in for the first set himself, and one particularly quiet evening when

only the staff were there, instead of playing the usual arrangements, the

band started to jam. The pianist, Rodolfo Biagi, began to play with a

crisp, clean, foot-tapping rhythm, and an energy that had been missing

"in the Tango for over a decade. The staff of the nightclub loved it.

Later that evening when the club was busier and D'Arienzo had

arrived, the band started to play their normal set. The staff of the

nightclub requested a particular tune, and D'Arienzo began to conduct

it. The staff objected =they wanted to hear if played the way the band

had played it earlier that evening. D'Arienzo had a reputation for being

extremely strict — even a note out of place would be punished — so the

band was reluctant to let him hear how far they had strayed from the
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arrangement. But as soon as he heard the new sound inspired by

Biagi's highly individual piano playing, and saw the reaction of the

audience, he immediately adopted it as the sound of the orchestra, and

never deviated from it through the rest of his long career.

It was not long before the orchestra got a recording contract, and

they were an instant hifi.

The new sound was not without its critics. Some saw it as a step

backwards musically, and predicted that the orchestra's success would

not outlast the summer. But the impact of D'Arienzo's orchestra was

huge. The infectious rhythm drew people back to the dance floor in a

way that even a few months earlier no one would have predicted.

The Golden Age had begun.

The Evolution of Tango Dance

Dance is more ephemeral than music and harder to record. Where

video exists, the nature of the medium means that it does not show the

reality of what was happening within the couple, distorting the apparent

relationship between the bodies. And until very recently, in Buenos Aires

the dance was not considered worthy of serious academic study.

Films made in Argentina in the 1930s and 1940s almost never show

Tango as it was really danced. A character who dances is often a

comic character, and Tango dance sequences are frequently staged in

a way that has little to do with the genuine social dance.

This may be partly because the dance itself was a phenomenon of

Buenos Aires, and not an important part of the culture elsewhere in the

country or in the rest of the Spanish-speaking world, which provided the

market for these films. The singers, though, had universal appeal, and

Tango films tended to concentrate on them.

With little recorded evidence to go on, it is hard to reach back with any

confidence to what the dance was like before 1940 —few of the
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dancers I met who were still dancing in the 1990s had begun to dance

earlier than that.

What evidence we do have of Tango at the beginning of the

twentieth century comes from a slightly surprising source. Tangomania

in the northern hemisphere brought with it a hunger for information

about the dance, and a variety of articles and books appeared. Little

that was published at that time is reliable. Often a little bit of Tango

is mixed with bits of other dances like the Brazilian Maxixe,

forerunner of the Samba, or with the author's own inventions.

Occasionally, though, a work like Secrets of the Tango by Samuel

Beach Chester, with steps by an Argentinian dancer known as Juan

Barrasa, seems to be an honest attempt by someone who actually

knew how to dance the Tango to record something of its essence as

a way of combating the misinformation coming from all sides.

We know that early Tango in Buenos Aires involved comes —cuts —

because we know they were banned from the better dance floors.

Descriptions of a step called 'EI Corte' recorded in the northern

hemisphere suggest that it was a step in _which the leader made a

sudden sharp movement back, against the direction of flow around the

dance floor, and that this mighfi be done several times in succession.

Certainly; that would be a good reason to ban it! Sudden sharp

movements against the line of dance can be dangerous on a crowded

dance floor.

In this step the sudden movement backwards is preceded by a small

double-time weight change, also found in other steps recorded in the

northern hemisphere at the time of Tangomania. This is a movement that

sits very comfortably in the rhythm of Tango recordings from the period.

The descriptions of the torte recorded in the northern hemisphere at

that time, along with the double-time weight changes in this and other

steps, seem consistent with things I was shown when I asked dancers

from the Golden Age how they remembered their parents and

grandparents dancing when they were young.
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The come, as it was danced during Tangomania

If we can assume, then, that the more reliable documents written at the time

of Tangomania do reflect something about the dance as it was done in

Buenos Aires at that time, we can conclude that the position in which Tango

was danced was the same as the position used during the Golden Age.

The two dancers stood directly in front of each other. They were not

in the slightly offset position that would be adopted by Ballroom dancers

of the next generation as they created the Foxtrot and the other Modern

Ballroom dances.

So while the steps and the rhythm of the dance were a little different

from those used in Buenos Aires in the 1940s, the technique may have

been similar. It is possible to do the corfe, and other steps suggested by

these documents, with Golden Age technique (I have done so) —though

that certainly does not prove that that is how they were done at the time.

Still, since Tango steps in the Golden Age spring from the relationship

between the two dancers and the music, rather than the other way

around, it feels natural that a technique similar to the one used in the

Golden Age coupled with the music of early Tango could give rise to

the steps recorded at the time.

Changes to the Music Change the Dance

The change which took place in Tango music in the period up to 1920

must have had a great effect on the dance. The change in the rhythm,
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from the heartbeat-like rhythm of the earliest recordings (see dos por cuatro

in Appendix 2: Some Tango Terms Explained) to the squarer rhythm of

mature Tango, reduced the musical impulse for the doublestime weight

changes that seem to have been characteristic of the early dance. How

exactly the dance changed at the time, and how long it took for dancers

to adapt to the ,new rhythm, is something of which no record remains.

It seems to have been at the beginning of the Golden Age, in the mid-

1930s, that the cross appeared. Without the cross, there could be no

Salida as we understand it. Early Tango seems to have contained a lot of

sideways movement and turning. One very elderly woman told me that in

the mid-1930s the woman started to spend more of her time in the dance

walking backwards (and that she had never liked the change). That is

consistent with this being the time when the Salida appeared.

Golden Age dancers told me that their parents' generation did not

always approve of their choreographic innovations, and 'dancing with

the cross' was often mentioned.

Whether the technique used by Golden Age dancers went back to

the very earliest form of Tango dance, or whether the Golden Age

dancers refined and improved on Tango technique, is impossible to say.

Over the course of the second half of the 1930s the number of people

dancing increased, and, as happens with any burst of energy in any

creative form, there were innovations..Just as the music became more

refined and complex, the choreographic possibilities of the dance

became deeper and richer.

Music, Song and Dance in the Golden Age

Historians of Tango generally agree that what made the Golden Age so

extraordinary was the fact that all the branches of Tango were working

together. This created a synergy and an excitement that raised standards

in every area to a level that has never been matched before or since.
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The most important market for Tango music was once again the

market for dance music. The level of professionalism and aspiration of

Tango musicians was much higher than it had ever been, so while

creating music designed for the dance floor, they were able to add

complexity to their arrangements that in turn fuelled the imagination and

creativity of the dancers.

Singers also began to sing with the dancers in mind, performing as

another instrument in the orchestra. The great singers of the period used

the discipline of staying within the music as a means of intensifying the

emotional content of their performance, and their subtlety also served as

inspiration for the dancers.

Many new orchestras emerged, each with its own distinctive sound.

Some, like D'Arienzo, stuck to a straightforward, crowd-pleasing style.

Others combined the inspiration of innovators like the De Caro brothers

with the energy provided by the dance floor, pushing the boundaries of

the possible.

In the same way that many new sounds were created by the flourishing

orchestras, many syles appeared in the dance. To the casual observer

not experienced in the dance, those styles might look quite different,
giving the impression that anything goes in Tango. That was not the

case. All dancers danced in this period with the same technique, and it

was the technique that defined what Tango was. How they chose to use
that technique to trace shapes on the floor as they moved around it (the

superficial expression of the dance that is all that the casual observer

sees) varied enormously.

The spectrum of styles in the 1940s varied from the most elegant and

restrained in the northern part of Buenos Aires, to the cheekiest and

wildest in the south. This reflected something in the city. The southern

edge of the city was the traditional port of entry of immigrants. It was a

rough, dangerous part of town, with La Boca and its docks at one end,
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and Mataderos and its abattoirs at the other. The northern edge of the
city was where the rich tended to have their homes, and while the rich
generally had little to do with the Tango, the Tango dancers who lived
on this side of the city tended to prefer elegance and discipline to
raucousness and display. Dancers in the south enjoyed gauchos and
boleos steps where the follower's foot is flicked into the airJ. Dancers in
the north considered it improper for ladies to do those movements, and
they would not be seen in the northern milongas.
The shapes that a couple would trace on the floor would also be

different. Dancers in the north traced long, elegant lines, interrupted by
a complex shape created by an interesting choreographic pattern.
Dancers in the south tended to move across the floor in curves. While
the salida danced in the north of the city drew almost a straight line,
the Salida danced in the south was the shape of a rather curly question
mark.

The interpretation of the music was also different, with different
orchestras preferred in different parts of the city. The northern dancers
preferred the orchestra of Carlos Di Sarli, whose clean, elegant musical
lines suited their clean, elegant dancing. Southern dancers chose
Osvaldo Pugliese, who consciously used the mechanical rhythms of the
city to create a flexible, intense sound.

Each area of the city had its own syle of the dance, just as each area
of a large city tends to have its own subtly different accent. A
knowledgeable person could locate a leader to the practica he went to
or his favourite milonga, just as a dialect expert can sometimes locate
an accent to within a few streets.
Whenever I asked a dancer who had learned in the Golden Age

what style they danced, they always answered 'Tango de Salon'. This
was true whatever style they danced. If I asked them what they would
call the style of another dancer who danced a different Golden Age
style, they might try to find another way of describing it. But invariably
that other dancer called their own style 'Tango de Salon', and might call
the first dancer's style something else.
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i ~,~derlying all that variation was a completely consistent technique.
While, for example, dancers in the north tended to take longer steps
d~~~n dancers in the south, the technique they used to take those steps
Jas essentially the same. Style was superficial. Technique was the core
~I the dance.

There was no organisation deciding what correct technique should be
end imposing it on dancers. The only explanation for the consistency of
i~~chnique across all areas of the city, and all styles of choreographic
expression, is that this was the technique that worked best. Either it was

il~e technique that was already established when the Golden Age
vegan, and no one who understood it found a way of improving on it,
,r any innovation that occurred in one port of town was quickly adopted
,nd absorbed by all other dancers if it was better than the technique
if,ey already used. In as competitive an environment as Buenos Aires
luring the Golden Age of Tango, the best way of dancing would be
the one everyone would adopt, and the level of technical skill shared by
<~II dancers was very high.

Another style, often referred to by people who had been dancing in the
1940s as 'the style of the 1950s', seems to have been popular in a
small number of milongas in the centre and south of Buenos Aires in the
last years of the Golden Age. It was danced with short steps and
relatively simple choreographic shapes, moving around the room in a
manner that looks a little like Brownian motion. This style was ideally
suited to small, crowded dance floors. Some Golden Age dancers
knew said they saw this style for the first time in the 1970s, when the
few milongas they went to were often small, and the pr6cticas had
disappeared encouraging a choreographically simpler form of the
dance.

This style is characterised by its use of the ocho cortado. Dancers of
this style always used the ocho cortado, never the forwards ocho. (see
p.202) Dancers of other Golden Age styles always used the forwards
ocho, never the ocho cortado. Anyone who dances both kinds of ocho
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is either a professional, or someone who learned to dance in the Tango

Renaissance.

The ocho cortado —the cut ocho, or cut figure of eight step — is oddly

reminiscent of the steps used at the time of Tangomania. Ocho corfado

could be translated as 'ocho with a corfe'.

Some dancers of other Golden Age styles thought of this style as a

backward step in the development of Tango. One dear friend of mine

from the north of the city struggled to find a way of describing the style

that was suitable for the ears of a young lady, and finally chose, 'The

style of a man who is looking for a girlfriend.' Of course, it would be

possible to say that of almost any style of Tango, but what my friend was

expressing was his sense that dancers of this style had abandoned the

quest for the most evolved expression of Tango, and given into the least

demanding style, with motives that he could only assume were base.

While this style certainly was choreographically the simplest of the

styles of the Golden Age, in some ways it was the purest, as it relied

entirely on musicality and precise technique. Complex choreographic

patterns can sometimes be used to hide flawed technique (not that the

dancers of the Golden Age would ever have permitted that). Without

flawless technique this syle is nothing but a little low-impact aerobic

exercise.

The style became highly influential in the Tango Renaissance in the

1990s, and was the inspiration for one of the new dance styles that

appeared then.

The End of the Golden Age

In 1955 a military coup ousted Peron, the democratically elected

president. The first junta was quickly ousted by another even more anti-

Peronistdictatorship. It was the beginning of one of the bleakest periods

of Argentina's history. The effects on the Tango were profound.

The Peronist government had actively encouraged Tango. As a

nationalist government, they chose to encourage anything that was

identifiably Argentinian. Radio stations were only allowed to play limited

amounts of music recorded in other countries. Naturally, this gave many

opportunities to Tango artists. Some arfiists actively aligned themselves

with the Peronist movement, particularly those involved with the

musicians' union. (Unions were the backbone of the Peronist platform.)

Tango was, after all, the culture of the working class, the section of

society that Peron relied on for his support.

The new, anti-Peronist junta was immediately suspicious of anything

supported by the Peronists. Also, the oligarchy in Argentina has

traditionally tended to be Spanish, by both descent and inclination, and

if not Spanish then British. (Many of the successful landowners and

businessmen in Argentina were of British descent. The working class in

Buenos Aires were often descended from Italian immigrants, or were

immigrants themselves_ The cultures of the two groups were quite

different, and to the members of the oligarchy who had now taken

power, Tango was strange and alien.

Many prominent Tango artists found themselves either imprisoned or

blacklisted for their Peronist associations — or even for the Peronist

associations of their fans. And the junta actively encouraged the

importation of the new popular music from the United States. Minors

were not allowed into nightclubs, and this rule was actively enforced for

Tango clubs but a blind eye was turned for clubs playing Rock and Roll.

So 14- and 15-year-olds, instead of teaming Tango as their older

brothers and sisters had, were going to Rock and Roll clubs.

At various times in Buenos Aires meetings of more than two or three

people were banned, and curfews were enforced, making it extremely

difficult for any sort of social dance to take place.

This created a climate that forced the dance underground. Many

people stopped dancing altogether. New people did not learn how to

dance. While the dancing never stopped entirely, and there were

always milongas open, they were hidden away and difficult to find.

Naturally, the market .for orchestras playing for dancers withered.
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Many musicians took to playing other styles of music. Some of the

established orchestras continued to work, often touring in Japan.

Some work was available on the radio, and on the new medium of

television. Without the discipline of playing for the dance floor, though,

the music often tended towards the self-indulgent. The successful singers

of this period have a more sentimental form of expression that is very

different from the restrained passion of the great singers of the 1940s.

Some of the best examples of Tango from this period are performed b
y

artists who made their living playing other styles of music, and onl
y

performed Tango occasionally, out of love for the form.

It may be that Tango would have gone into decline even without the

political upheaval that Argentina went through in those years. Rock and

Roll became the culture of the young throughout the western world.
.

Perhaps the prbcticas would have started to disappear as older dancers

got married and had children, leaving them without the time to go ou
t

dancing as often as they once had, and as younger dancers chose Roc
k

and Roll as their way of meeting people. At around the same time,

Ballroom dancing started to become less important in Britain, as othe
r

cultural avenues opened for the young, and that might have happened

to the Tango in Argentina

The last wave of immigration from Europe also ended at about the

same time. Immediately after the Second World War many people left

Italy, and other countries whose economies had been badly damaged

in the conflict, looking for opportunities in the New World. The

economic migration that had begun in the second half of the nineteenth

century, bringing huge numbers of single men to Argentina, ended a
s

the economies of Europe recovered from the war, while the Argentinia
n

economy, based on agriculture rather than manufacturing, and

compromised by politics, started to go into decline. Men no longer

outnumbered women in the way they had in the first half of the twentiet
h

century. The social forces that had created the prbctica ceased to exist,

so the practica itself might have faded away, to be gradually replaced

by different methods of passing on the Tango, which in turn might have

changed the nature of the dance itself.

The political situation in Argentina, though, meant that the change

was sudden. In Britain some people continued to learn to dance the

Ballroom dances throughout the 1960s and 1970s, even though they

were no longer part of the dominant popular culture of the young, so

there is some continuity in the traditions of Ballroom dance. In Buenos

Aires practically no one learned to dance the Tango for almost thirty

years.
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ONE NA(~E, I~ANV DANCES

Visions of Tango Outside Argentina

Tango was born in Argentina. There should be no need to say 'Argentinian

Tango', because Tango is Argentinian. And yet for many people around

the world the image that springs to mind on hearing the word Tango is of

a dance that would never have been seen in Argentina.

There are many dances that bear the name Tango —French Tango,

American Tango and Ballroom, International Style or Competitive Tango

are the best known. None of these dances would exist had it not been

for the Tangomania that swept the world in the years before the

outbreak of the First World War.

The Tango Reaches Paris

= Buenos Aires is a port city. Not only did this mean that it was a place

where many different cultural influences mixed, it also meant that

Argentinian sailors carried the culture of Buenos Aires to the other ports

they visited. There is evidence that Tango was being danced

= occasionally in Marseille early in the twentieth century. Several Tango

musicians went to France, and seemed somehow to be able to survive.
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And there is also evidence of Tango being danced on stage in

Montmartre in 1909.

But Tango's big breakthrough came in the salons of upperclass Paris

.n 1912.

In the early twentieth century the upper classes in Argentina were

fabulously wealthy. Argentina had one of the world's largest and most

successful economies, based on the export of agricultural produce. Rich

Argentinians liked to educate their children well, and many were sent to

Europe, either to study at university, or for a less formal education, doing

the Grand Tour. A visit to Paris, seen by Argentina's elite as the cultural

ideal, was a high priority. So in the years before the outbreak of the First

World War, many rich young Argentinians became part of Paris

society.

Tango in Argentina was a phenomenon of the urban working class.

In the homes of the wealthy it was quite unknown. In their homes —but

the teenage sons of the rich are not always in their parents' home. And

somehow, quite a few of the young men who Found their way into the

most elegant salons in Paris had acquired the skill of dancing the Tango

well enough to delight their Parisian hostesses. One can only imagine

how very, very distressed the mothers of these young men would have

been to discover this.

In the same way that jazz shook off its disreputable image and

became the music of the sophisticated by leaving New Orleans and

arriving in New York or Chicago, far from the patios of the tenement

blocks in Buenos Aires Tango became chic. The stage was set for one

of the most extraordinary phenomena of early mass communication —

Tangomanio.

_. _ _. _-___~ _.-.-z--- '---- ----

Tangomania

It is hard to appreciate the scale of the Tango fever that swept through

the entire northern hemisphere in the two years before the outbreak of
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the First World War. The German Kaiser decreed that any officer
caught dancing the Tango in uniform would be court-martialled. The
Russian Tsar hired an Argentinian couple to teach the dance to his
family. The Pope was urged to ban the dance, and asked to see a
couple performing it. They danced very carefully, leaving him
wondering what the fuss was about (he said it didn't look as much fun
as the folk dance from the village where he was born), but preventing
the ban. In all the great cities of Europe, and from New York to
Shanghai and beyond, Tango became an obsession.

Anything could be sold by attaching the word Tango to it, and there
are many advertisements from the period for Tango shoes, stockings,
dresses and hats. Indeed fashion was changed by the mania for Tango.
Feathers in ladies' hats were moved from their traditional horizontal
sweep to the vertical position so associated with the 1920s in order to
prevent the feathers from getting into the dance partner's eyes. Skirts
became softer, and wrap skirts were invented, allowing freedom of
movement for the legs. It is said that in Paris ladies even removed their
corsets in order to dance the Tango.
Why did Tango take such a powerful hold on culture around the

world? One reason was a taste for exoticism (which had also played a
part in the success of Diaghilev's Ballets Russes at around the same
time. But the Tango also represented something quite revolutionary in
the world of social dance, at a time when dance still formed the
backbone of social interaction in our culture.

Up until the twentieth century, social dance in the European tradition had
been sequence dance. Whether at a ball or in a village square, with
the occasional rare exception, everyone dancing to the same music
would be dancing the same sequence of steps at the same time. Dance
masters made a living teaching the sequences to those who could afford
to learn. Sequence dances of this kind that are still danced today
include the Scottish Country Dances, and some of the dances danced
in Old Time Ballroom competitions.

s2 tHE M~mnc of Tanco

~' At the end of the eighteenth century a folk dance from the Austrian
countryside became fashionable in Vienna. This dance had a relatively
short and simple sequence. In its folk dance form, a man put his arms
around a woman's waist, she put her arms around his neck, and they
whirled around in circles to music in three time. By the early nineteenth

'~` century this sequence had been formalised and had become what we
~~~ now call the Viennese Waltz.F:
'-`~ The idea of a man and a woman facing each other with their arms
';h around each other, in public, while they danced, was revolutionary and

very shocking, and so it took some time for the Waltz to become
accepted;

{:
As part of the formalisation of the Waltz in the early nineteenth century,
the way in which the man and woman held each other was also
formalised to make it seem less scandalous_ The man lifted his left arm
from the woman's waist, and she took hold of his left hand with her right
(possibly to allow space for the hilt of an officer's sword worn formally
at a ball, hanging at his left hip —something that had not been a
problem for the peasants who had invented the dance.

°A` This was the invention of the hold used in all modern couple dance
today.

;;.

The Waltz —the first dance to use this hold —became fashionable
across Europe in the 1830s, and continued to be the most important
social dance in the upper levels of European society until the arrival of
the Tango. (The more conventional kind of sequence dances remained
popular across the rest of the social spectrum.) The Waltz was soon
followed by another turning dance with a very simple sequence —the
Polka.

Tango was only the third dance to use the revolutionary new hold.
~~~ But Tango did something that the Waltz and the Polka did not. It
~` allowed different couples on the dance floor to do different things to the

same music, creating the concept of leading and following in a social
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dance. In doing so it defined an entirety new kind of relationship

between two people on the dance floor.

In order to make this possible, the Tango required a kind of physical

intimacy that was completely new. This was combined with an

unprecedented opportunity for creativity and beauty on the dance floor.

Even now, a century later, these qualities in the Tango lead people to

become obsessed with it. in the Europe of 1912 it was unlike anything

anyone had ever seen before.

Argentinian dancers and musicians travelled to Europe and elsewhere

to perform. They were not, however, the only influence on the devel-

opment of the Tango in the northern hemisphere. There were Brazilian

dancers who performed a dance called the Maxixe, which was often

referred to as the Brazilian Tango (partly because people Found it hard

to pronounce its real name — mashi'she —and partly because the Tango

was so fashionable), and Maxixe steps became mixed with Tango

steps. There were also European and American dance teachers who

added their own take on the dance.

When the First World War broke out, everything changed. Many of the

Argentinian performers went home. The demand on the dance floor was

for something simpler that soldiers home on leave could do without

going to classes first. That gap was filled by the earliest form of the

Foxtrot, which at the time was no more than walking round the room in

time to fast music. (The Foxtrot would later become a much more

complex dance, using as its basic step a variation of a pre-First World

War Tango step.)

After the end of the War, the fashion for Tango returned, though not with

the same intensiy. Valentino's breakthrough performance, as a rich

young Argentinian arriving in Paris in the years before the First World

War and dancing the Tango with Parisian women in The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse ~ 1921), made him a star, and went a long
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way towards bringing the Tango back' into fashion. Argentinian

musicians toured Europe again, bringing the new Tango sound from

Buenos Aires, and the smoother style was quickly adopted.

The Fragmentation of the Tango

Although Argentinian dancers and musicians performed, and

sometimes taught, in Europe and America, many other people also

found there was a good living to be made teaching and performing

what they claimed to be authentic Tango. In 1914, Samuel Beach

Chester, in his book Secrets of the Tango, described the situation in

London at the time:

[T]he essence of the new dance must have in it a great spark of

vitally, to judge from the flaming, torch-lit conflagration which

literally burns the world. With such a giant fire, many teachers of

Tango dancing have sprung up like firemen, and, since they do not

~~ know the dance themselves, they cannot teach it; like firemen,

~` therefore, they extinguish —enthusiasm, hope, or whatever the

emotion may be .. .

These people swarm in the West End now, and their ignorance of

the Argentine Tango, in which they profess to be experts, is

grotesque, ludicrous, to the Argentinos I have chanced to talk with.

Their academic audacity is supreme, for each of these sot-disant

authorities on the Tango claims a knowledge conflicting in every

detail with the actual dance. One said to me: 'I wish to disassociate

myself entirely with the Tango taught by all other teachers. Mine is the

only correct Tango.' V~/hether this person hailed from Brixton or

Barnsbury I do not know. I did not wait to ask! The Tango has given

the brazen an opportunity to scream their wares from obscuriy, and

''~ in a country overfull of amiable and credulous people they are able

to make hay while the sun shines.
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Wherever Tangomania took hold the same problems appeared.

Vernon and Irene Castle, in their book Modern Dancing, warn those

who would like to learn to dance the Tango to be careful in their

selection of a teacher:

American teachers go abroad for a few weeks, take a few lessons

in the Abaye or some of the other places which live on the American

tourist, come back home, and, having forgotten all they learned

coming over, start in teaching. There are others who go to one of ~~,~~.

our seaside towns, such as Narragansett, and read of 'a new dance

and begin teaching it. There is, unfortunately, no way of stopping,

these people. You can only pay your twenty five dollars an hour. If

you don't learn the dance, you get a little exercise and a lot of

experience.

It was inevitable under these circumstances that new dances would

start to develop, even though they might continue to use the name

'Tango'. ~ '„

The style of Tango that developed in Europe during Tangomania was

oRen referred to as French Tango, and teachers in other countries would

advertise the fact that they had recently returned from Paris with the latest

Tango steps. Even in Buenos Aires, middle- and upper-class Argentinians

were introduced to this new dance, and guides on how to do it were

published specifically saying that this was the elegant dance done in the

best salons in Paris, and had nothing to do with the coarse and

disreputable dance done by the poor in their own city.

The Origin of Ballroom Tango

f
Through the 1920s and 1930s a number of popular dances developed

in Britain, and came to be known as the Modern Ballroom dances. These
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are the dances seen throughout the world today in Ballroom competitions

— Fo~rot, Quickstep, Waltz and Ballroom Tango.

Professional Ballroom teachers were concerned about the fact that a

situafion was developing where students who went to one leacher might

find they could not dance with students who went to a different teacher.

Hoping to ensure consistency from school to school, and also to improve

the general level of technique, British dance teachers began to organise

conferences to decide on a syllabus for each dance, so that all beginners

could be guaranteed they would be learning the same steps wherever they

went. The first conference in 1920 defined a syllabus for Tango that was

essentially the French Tango of the pre-war period.

During the 1920s Argentinian Tango orchestras continued to play

frequently in venues such as the Savoy Hotel in London. In 1922, aware

of the smoother Tango now being danced in France under the influence

of the smoother music coming from Argentina, the British Ballroom

teachers invited a teacher from Paris to demonstrate the new French style

to another conference, and a modified syllabus was adopted. This

syllabus continued unchanged into the late 1930s.

In the meantime, the Foxtrot was being transformed from a simple dance

in which a couple just walked round the room in-time to quick music, into

a dance that was slower, more elegant and more complex. It absorbed

many qualities from the Tango. Even its basic step is an adaptation of a

Tango step danced afore the First World War. In the early 1930s there

was a brief vogue for a hybrid known as the Tango Foxtrot, and it is quite

possible that in time the Ballroom community might have absorbed Tango

into the Foxtrot completely, in the same way that the Charleston was

absorbed into the Quickstep. (The original full name of the Quickstep was

the 'Quick Time Foxtrot and Charleston'.)

In 1933 a German Ballroom dancer called Freddie Camp, who

competed as an amateur, moved to London. He had a distinctive and

personal style of Tango. Freddie Camp invented the sharp, staccato

movements and the flick of the head from side to side that so
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characfierise Ballroom Tango as we know it today. (These movements

were never done by Tango dancers in Argentina.

He and his partner, Alida Pasqual, appeared for the first time in the

Blackpool competition —then, as now, the most important Ballroom

competition in the world — in 1935. In his personal memoir of the

Blackpool competition from 1931 to 1978, Blackpool, My Blackpool,

Kit Hallewell describes the experience of seeing this style of Tango for

the first time:

The year's British Amateur was set alight when there burst upon

Blackpool the sensation of Freddie Camp's Tango _ Freddie's

Tango was certainly revolutionary. Its main characteristic lay in the

explosion of vigorous action from stillness. And the body stillness was

itself instinct with the expectation of the next action. He had this

ability to rivet the spectator's attention in this expectation, and when

the action came the crowd rose to it ...Freddie Camp was the

innovator and archetype of the new Tango.

Some commentators assumed, since Camp was German, that this was

the German style of Tango, though Camp himself denied it. He wrote

in the magazine The Modern Dance in May 1936:

would like to state that there is nothing German in our dance as far

as interpretation of rhythm and style is concerned, but that it is

entirely our own creation.

And, describing the creation of that style, he said:

A few years- ago, when dancing the Tango on the Continent in the

style which had been popular for a long time, I discovered that

danced to the melody only and not to the rhythm of the dance. This

did not satisfy me ... I came to the conclusion that it would be more

natural to dance it in a more rhythmic way.

Camp's comment about changing from dancing the melody to

dancing the rhythm is an interesting one. In Argentina dancers prided

themselves on their ability to dance the melody rather than the rhythm.

Indeed, Tango orchestras almost never have a drum section. While most

other dance music around the world is based on a strong, clear rhythm,

generally emphasised by drums, newcomers to Tango music often

complain that they find the rhythm of the music difficult to hear. This is

one of the qualities that makes Argentinian Tango unique.

Camp's staccato Tango, with its emphasis on rhythm rather than

melody, was also more flamboyant and spectacular than the

existing style, which started to be called 'traditional', 'sofa' or

'smooth'. Not all commentators were immediately won over by the

new style. Monsieur Pierre, a French dancer who had arrived in

London during Tangomania, and had been a successful dance

teacher for more than two decades, said, again in The Modern

Dance, that he liked the idea of the staccato Tango, but thought it

was being taken too far. He felt that competitive dancers used the

staccato movements in order to catch the judges' eye, and

performers used it to generate applause, but that neither could really

enjoy dancing in that way. He said,

believe that if competitions and demonstrations were suddenly to

stop, the staccato Tango would not last another week!

In an interview in the same magazine in June 1936, Watford Hayden,

a band leader well known at the time for his frequent appearances on

the BBC, put his objections more firmly:

Dance these adaptations if you like but don't call this.

bastardised form by its original name —give it a new one.

However, these dissenting voices were out of step with the times.

Competitions and demonstrations did not suddenly stop, and the more
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flamboyant staccato Tango did not disappear, but only increased in

popularity.

Freddie Camp competed as an amateur, so was not allowed to

teach. Professional teachers began taking out advertisements saying

that they taught Tango in Camp's style — a unique tribute to the

achievement of a unique dancer —and the style quickly spread

around the country.

Around the same time Victor Silvester began to record dance music. He

had trained as a musician, and had then been a champion Ballroom

dancer for many years before starting his own orchestra. His musical

philosophy was that complex arrangements were wasted on the dance

floor, and that what dancers really needed was a melody over a strict

tempo rhythm —the opposite approach from that token by the Tango

orchestras in Buenos Aires in the Golden Age. His dance-music

recordings were enormously successful, and are still considered by some

Ballroom dancers to be the best ever made. The emphasis on rhythm is

similar to Camp's approach to the Tango, and the two innovations must

have reinforced each other.

Ballroom Tango music became more rhythmic, and the snare drum or

military drum was added to emphasise the rhythm even further. The

staccato style increased in popularity, and the 'soft' Tango soon

disappeared. Ballroom Tango had become a dance in its own right,

with its own music and its own personality, completely different from the

Argentinian dance.

Freddie Camp is said to have gone into the Pioneer Corps when the

Second World War began. He was never seen in the Ballroom world

again.

The Origin of American Tango

American Tango owes a greot deal of its character to Vernon and Irene

Castle.

The Castles began their careers as actors. They had their first success

as dancers in Paris and returned to America in 1912, where they

became famous as teachers and performers of social dance. Irene also

became a leader of fashion, and was the first well-known American

woman to cut her hair short. They visited Paris each year to perform, and

it was in Paris that they learned to dance the Tango.

When the Tango first appeared in Europe, inevitably some people

were shocked by the intimacy of the new dance. Controversy fanned

the flames of Tangomonia, seeming only to bring it greater success.

In the United States, though, the mood was different. The Prohibition

movement was gaining momentum, and as well as trying to ban

alcohol, many people wanted to ban social dance. The Castles begin

their book Modern Dancing by saying that their purpose is to show 'that

dancing, properly executed, is neither vulgar nor immodest, but, on the

contrary, the personification of refinement, grace and modesty', and say

repeatedly that dancing is good, hygienic exercise for young and old,

that it encourages refinement, and that it is only vulgar when it is not

done properly. They argue that better teaching is the way forward, not

a ban.

Their approach to all the dances they taught was to clean them up

and make them more acceptable to their home audience. They

advocated a more open hold, saying they would prefer to see a

return to

the old rule that the man should touch only his partner's fingertips as

they tread the measures of the dance. In this reconstruction the Tango

will play its part; a sublimated form of the Tango, I admit, but still the

Tango.
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They said of their own Tango that it was 'much modified from the first

Argentine', and they even created a dance they called the Innovation,

which was exactly the same as their Tango, but with no physical contact

between the two dancers at all.

The classic Tango scene from The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

(1921) gives an interesting glimpse of the difference between American

and European Tango at this time. Valentino had spent time in Paris

during Tangomania, and had learned to dance the Tango there. He

arrived in America in December 1913 and worked as a dancer before

becoming an actor. Although his partner does not appear to be a skilled

dancer, it is interesting to see the softness and sensuality of Valentino's

dancing when compared to the less fluid dancing of the American extras

in the background, dancing the Tango as they understood it. Little

remains to show us what social dance was like at this time. This scene

may not be the ideal recording of Tango in America in 1921, but it is

a tantalising suggestion of what may have been happening on the

dance floor.

THE TANGO RENAISSANCE

A New Beginning in Buenos Aires and Around
the World

1983 was one of the rnosr important years in the history of Argentina.

It was the year when the military junta finally fell after the fiasco of the

Falklands (Malvinas) War, and democracy returned. It was also a

pivotal year in the history of Tango, with the premiere of the show Tango

Argentino in Paris.

In Argentina, when the junta fell, there was a sudden burst of interest

in dancing Tango. Tango represented something that was

fundamentally Argentinian, and young people who had lived through

a horrific period where their pride in their national identiy had been

stretched to the limits, could once again find joy in saying 'eso es to

nuestro' —this is ours.

And pride in the Tango was given an enormous boost by the

worldwide interest generated by the show Tango Argentino.

The show was created by the team of Claudio Segovia and Hector

Orezzoli. When it opened in London it was described by The Spectator

as 'a flawless work of art' and by the Financial Times as 'sexual,

glamorous and fateful ...this is the kind of vivid, meticulous, serious
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staging that we associate with Diaghilev'. Everywhere it played in the

world, critics and audiences went wild.

And everywhere that Tango Argentino played, it left behind it a small

but enthusiastic group of people determined to learn to dance the

Tango.

The show's success was based on performances by the very best

dancers of the day —many of whom had begun dancing in the last

years of the Golden Age —music by the great Sexteto Major, with the

addition of notable guest artists, and the unfailing good taste and

passion of Segovia and Orezzoli, who pulled the performances of their

lives from some of Argentina~s most important artists.

Huge numbers of people began to learn to dance the Tango as a

result of seeing the show. Many travelled to Buenos Aires, searching for

teachers and for people who had been dancing during the Golden

Age. And there began to be an active market for Tango teachers,

principally in Europe, the United States and japan, and also for Tango

shows and Tango recordings.

Gradually record companies began to re-release recordings from the

Golden Age that had been unavailable for decades. Young musicians

were inspired by these recordings, and by the dance craze. And once

again, a market began to exist for bands that played for dancers.

How the New Generation Learned to Dance

In Buenos Aires the prbcticas disappeared in the years after the 1955

coup. Outside Argentina, practicas had never existed. The new

generafiion of Tango dancers, both in Buenos Aires and around the

world, did not have access to the traditional method of acquiring the
skills of Tango.

Many of the people who learned to dance during the Golden Age had

stopped going to milongos, often because they were married with

children and simply didn't have time any more, but also because of the

climate of fear that existed in Argentina through the 1970s. When the

military junta fell in 1983, and democracy returned, many in the older

generation remained nervous. The complicated political history of

Argentina in the Twentieth century meant they had seen brief spells of

democracy before, which always seemed to be ended by another coup.

And those who had continued to dance during the 1970s and early

1980s had no reason to welcome strangers. In those difficult times

unfamiliar people might be there because they had been sent by the

military to observe. Young people did not know how to dance the Tango,

they reasoned, so whywould a young person choose to go to a milonga?

A friend of mine told me that when she first became interested in Tango

she went to milongas regularly for several years before someone actually

asked her to dance. ~I might add that she is a very beautiful woman,

making the fact that she was ignored even more remarkable.)

Even in the 1990s, a very few Golden Age dancers told me they felt

more comfortable talking to me than they did to Argentinians they did

not know well, because I was a foreigner, so they didn't have to worry
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about any potential consequences. If they felt they were starting to get

to know the other regulars at a milonga, they would stop going there for

a while, and try somewhere else where they didn't know anyone, so as

to be able to keep their distance.

That was rare, but it shows an extreme of a general nervousness

about talking to strangers that was quite understandable given

Argentina's history.

So even though in the 1980s there were many people living in Buenos

Aires who had learned to dance in the Golden Age, some of whom

were going to milongas regularly, young people interested in learning to

dance the Tango did not necessarily have easy access to them.

And those of us in Europe or the United States who wanted to learn

to dance were thousands of miles away from the people who contained

within their bodies the distilled wisdom of all the generations of Tango

dancers who had gone before.

People with little knowledge of the history of Tango tend to assume that

to learn to dance the Tango (or any other dance), the thing to do is to

go to a beginners' class. At that beginners' class they assume that they

will learn a step, which they will try to do with another beginner who

has also just learned the step, and that then they will go to a dance and

try and repeat that step with someone else who already knows it.

Learning technique is not something many novices give much thought to,_

unless they are told that it is what they need to do.

At a beginners' class, and probably at a dance that follows it, they

will be surrounded by other beginners. They rely on the teacher, and

perhaps a small group of more advanced students, to give them the

information they need about the dance, and put their faith in the

assumption that the teacher must know what they are talking about, or

they would not be teaching a class.

One of the fundamental differences between a class and a prbctica

as a way of passing on the dance is that in a group class the student

generally receives the bulk of their information through the eyes and
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ears, and processes that information mentally in an attempt to

communicate it to the body, while in a practica the person learning

receives information through the body, directly from the body of the

more experienced dancer. In a class the student relies on the teacher

having two skills —skill in the dance itself, plus the ability to communicate

that skill in a way the student can comprehend. It was rare to find

people who learned to dance in the practical of the Golden Age who

had the ability to articulate and explain the highly developed skills in the

dance that they possessed. Conversely, sometimes people who were

skilled communicators, able to teach a class with conviction and

confidence, did not have an equivalent level of skill in the dance, and
might teach things that would not have been recognised by the dancers

of the Golden Age —the dancers who represented the continuous, living

tradition of Tango — as being Tango at all. It is a very fortunate student
who finds a teacher who has true knowledge and understanding of the

dance, as well as the skills to communicate that knowledge.

A friend of mine in Buenos Aires, who decided she wanted to learn
the Tango in the early 1980s, like many another beginner, looked for a
class. Because she was a trained dancer, she picked up the steps very

quickly, and before long she was the teacher's assistant. After about

eighteen months, out of curiosity, she decided to go to a milonga. She
walked in, looked at the dancers, and instantly realised that what she
had been learning for a yeor and a half had absolutely nothing to do
with the Tango. She fled the milonga in floods of tears. Fortunately, she

had both the insight to understand what had happened, and the

determination to start again from scratch. She found Golden Age
dancers to learn from, she worked hard, and she became a wonderful

Tango dancer with beautiful technique, helping to carry forwards the
tradition of the dancers of the Golden Age.

This may be an extreme, but it is not so very different from my own
first experience of Tango, or the experience of others around the world.

Another common experience in the Tango Renaissance was one I had
when people first started asking me to teach. It was not because I knew
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much about the Tango then — I certainly did notl —but because I knew

a little more than they did. At that time I could not have begun to

imagine how much I still had to learn about Tango. In Buenos Aires in

the Golden Age a man would have gone to the pr6ctica four or five

times a week for three years before he was allowed to consider himself

a good enough beginner to walk into his first milonga. People like me,

well meaning and genuinely trying to be as true to the Tango as

possible, were often trying to teach other people to dance after having

been to only a few classes ourselves.

Some dancers tried to re-create the practica experience by getting

together to explore the dance. Frequently, though, the missing

ingredient was a group of highly skilled dancers to dance with and

learn from. Learning a language naturally can only happen if a child

is exposed to people who speak the language fluently. A group of

children deprived of adult contact will find a way of communicating

with each other, but that way of communicating will not be English,

Spanish or any other existing language. In a pr6ctica, dancers can

only pass on the skills they already have or discover together. The

skills learned in the practica will only be the essential technique of

Tango if there are people there who already have, or are studying,

that technique.

Fortunately in Buenos Aires in the 1980s and 1990s there were places

where it was possible to learn from dancers who were part of the

continuous, living tradition of Tango, going back to the Golden Age.

Those who were searching for the Tango were able to find it. Those who

wanted knowledge could find those with knowledge to give.

In the 1990s in Buenos Aires dancers who had learned to dance in

the Golden Age and the new generation of dancers began to mix,

which in practice mostly meant men who had learned in the practical

dancing with young women. The new freedom allowed the younger

generation of dancers far greater opportunities to learn from dancers

of the Golden Age.
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Possibilities for the young dancer gradually multiplied. There was a

generation of young Tango teachers, some of whom had been dancing

since the early 1980s, who had built a reputation and a following.

There were teachers who began with an interest in stage

choreographies, and who later started teaching people who wanted to

learn the social dance. There were dancers of the Golden Age, both
professionals and people who taught for love, who did their best to

give what they knew to those with an interest in learning the Tango.

And in the milongas the new dancers could dance not just with each
other, but also with dancers who were part of the continuous, living

tradition of Tanga

The 1990s were a thrilling time to be a Tango dancer.
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Fashions change in the new generation of dancers in Buenos Aires, and

in the rest of the world. The early Tango Renaissance was dominated

by complicated steps, often at the expense of technique. This is not

surprising, as the steps are the easiest thing for a newcomer to see.

Complicated steps are instantly appealing, especially to those with a

dance background, or with a desire to perform.

In the 1990s there was a backlash against the complicated figures.

Some people in the younger generation felt that people were using steps

as a way of keeping at bay the intimate connection that Tango called

for, and, indeed, there were those who did. A new style became

fashionable, inspired by the choreographically pared-down style that

some people who danced in the 1940s referred to as 'the style of the

1950s' which brought the connection between fihe partners and with the

music into a sharper focus. This new style was given the name 'Estilo

Milonguero'. Many people began to assume that this was the only

authentic style of Tango in the Golden Age, although it was based on

a style used by a minority of dancers at that time. When done well, this

style is delightful, though it is not the whole story of Tango. And

ironically, some young dancers have found a way of using the closer

hold made popular by this style to keep their partner at a greater

emotional distance, by changing the relationship between the hearts.

This style in turn generated a backlash from those who enjoyed the

choreographic complexity that Tango had to offer, some of whom had

been attracted to Tango by the excitement of stage performances they

had seen, rather than by the experience of dancing with a skilled dancer.

The idea that this pared-down style of Tango that had become popular

was the only authentic social Tango style from the Golden Age left some

who were looking for a greater choreographic challenge with the

impression that complex Tango steps were a new invention. They

assumed there was nothing to learn from the generations who had

danced before. They turned to the Stage, to other dances, and to their

own experiments for ideas. All dancers, of course, have something

unique to add. And people do create choreographic patterns that they
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have never seen anyone else do. That does not mean, though, that other

dancers have not already done them, and perhaps done them better. My

own experience is that I could be saved many months of experimentation

by a few minutes with a Golden Age dancer who already knew how to

do the movement, and the result would invariably be better, as the

Golden Age dancer's method was based on the experimentation of all

the many generations of dancers who had gone before.

While fashions in the Tango scene may come and go, there always

have been and always will be those whose love of Tango takes them
beyond the surface to a deeper understanding of the true nature of

the dance.

At the beginning of the twenty-first century there is a strong and vibrant

Tango scene around the world. Today somewhere a highly skilled
dancer is teaching a workshop, a Tango show is being performed, and

in a small town someone is teaching their first ever Tango class, not

because they think they know everything about the Tango, but because
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they hope they know a little more than the other people around them,
and they are doing what they can to help those others learn something
about the reality of this extraordinary dance. Tango continues to
capture the imagination in a way that no other dance does.

We also find ourselves at a turning point. The last great generation of
dancers from the Golden Age is fading away. Even in Buenos Aires, it
is no longer possible to go to a milonga and see a whole room full of
people dancing as they danced then — an unforgettable sight to anyone
who experienced it. We are the generation of dancers who will decide
what Tango will be in the future.
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